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Abstract

A

Since IT service becomes overwhelmingly large-scale and
complicated, operation trees running on automated remediation systems are put forward to o�oad repeated remediation
o� the operators. In general, all faulty scenes require dedicated operation trees. However, it’s tedious work to build all
trees from scratch. In this poster, we propose ART, a scheme
to learn instinct patterns from existing operation trees and
automatically generate trees in demand. And we prove that
it would greatly mitigate mitigate the hardness of tree setup.
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Figure 1. Work�ows with similar structural pattern
“Description of new
Workflow”

Introduction

As IT service grows in a larger scale and more complex,
operation trees are raised to take place of IT operators in
repeatable remediation tasks[2, 3]. Operation trees are treeorganized, con�gured with certain rules that determine the
work�ows and actions that execute work�ows on infrastructures, and in always-running states. Even though some tools
o�er graphical interfaces to accelerate designing trees, they
barely give deep insights into design patterns, which never
ceases redundant construction and con�guration.
To move forward far-and-wide deployment of automated
remediation in cloud, we devise ART, a scheme to learn instinct and structural patterns from existing operation trees
and automatically generate trees in demand in an advisory
capacity. Although Operator Pattern[1] in Kubernetes captures workload of operators to automate repeatable tasks,
nevertheless, it’s de�ned in low-level codes manually and
lacks support for self-learning and reusability.
At this point, main challenge is how to characterize the
structural patterns and make them reusable in incoming designs.
Hence, to make it clear, we carry out an analysis of existing operation trees, and we observe that some trees have
similar logical �ows in structure. Inspired by the analysis,
we introduce Tree Edit Distance (TED)[4] metric, which
is used to measure similarity of tree structured data. We
rede�ne operations in APTED to better characterize the
structural similarity between trees in our case. And we apply enhanced-APTED to each pairs of de facto trees to capture structural patterns. Exploited similar trees are classi�ed
into several clusters based on TED value, and representative
trees (namely patterns) are elected in per-cluster manner and
stored into the database. At the same time, we assign topics,
which are keywords extracted from description of trees, as
indexes to patterns for future retrieval and record appearance
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Figure 2. Mining work�ow patterns for construction
of pattern work�ows as support. Consequently, if operators
is building up a new tree from scratch, as Figure 2 shows,
ART would retrieve patterns based on the keywords that are
extracted from description of the new tree and recommend
those matched patterns of high support.
Beyond inferring from description, if a pending tree has
partial structures completed, ART could decompose these
structures and �nd a match against any pre�x1 of patterns by
APTED. If successful, su�x of the matched pattern (remaining sub-tree) could be attached to that tree, which performs
similar to context-based word prediction.
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of tree is de�ned as a sub-tree including starting node.

